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Company: SAS Global Consultants

Location: dubai

Category: other-general

Fantastic opportunity to work for a globally renowned Engineering Consultancy as a

Façade Designer on recently acquired projects across the UAE and Middle East.My client is

looking for a Façade Designer who is looking to develop their career and learn from senior

professionals in the industry as well as looking to progress and achieve promotion within

the organisation.SALARY/PACKAGEAED18-25,000 Per Month + Flights + Medical +

Gratuity, you will need to pay for accommodation and transport but my client will supply

initial hotel stay and relocation flights.My client requires someone that can develop complex

bespoke systems and associated production drawings and 3D studies and models.- You

will need to be degree qualified in either Architecture or Design Engineering- Experience and

knowledge of 3D, sketching, calculations, analysis etcPlease note this is an Architectural

design opportunity designing specific Façades of a building.For more information on this and

similar opportunities please feel free to contactAbout The Company SAS Global Consultants

primary goal is to provide its clients and candidates with an unrivaled service in terms of our

professionalism, accuracy and time management skills.We are fully aware the recruitment

process is not an easy one and a good understanding of the market and human nature is

essential to succeed.Specialists in our sector of supplying Construction/Engineering staff to

the UK and overseas markets allows our consultants to take the full recruitment service from

inception through to completion, this creates a stable platform for building excellent business

relationships between our clients and candidates.
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